
Official Accuses Malloy Appointee Of 

'Incompetent' Handling Of Computer Case 

 

Shelby J. Brown, executive administrator of the Office of Governmental Accountability. 

By Jon Lender contact the reporter 

Elections Chief Accuses Malloy Appointee Of 'Incompetent Analysis' In Computer Case 

The executive director of the State Elections Enforcement Commission has charged an appointee 

of Gov. Dannel P. Malloy with incompetence, as part of a festering controversy that began with 

the seizure of a computer from the commission's office in early March. 

The Malloy appointee, Shelby J. Brown, executive administrator of the Office of Governmental 

Accountability, declined comment late Monday on the sharply worded criticism she received in a 

letter earlier in the day from the SEEC's director, Michael J. Brandi. 
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Brandi also alleged that Brown has overreached her legal authority by trying to prevent the 

SEEC from re-hiring a key information-technology official who left the elections agency in 2014 

after working there for seven years; the ex-employee soon sought to return by applying for a 

vacant position of IT manager, and Brandi wants to hire him. 

 
Seizure Of Election Agency's Computer Protested As 'Major Security Breach'  

It was that former IT employee whose SEEC computer Brown ordered seized in March. She said 

her staff found that the computer contained 17 commercial movies and unauthorized software for 

viewing them. Brown cited that discovery as one of the issues that "disqualify the candidate from 

rehire with the State of Connecticut." 

In an April 29 letter to Brandi¸ Brown proposed reporting the ex-employee to the Office of State 

Ethics and consulting the state's top criminal prosecutor "to determine if we have any obligations 

to the federal authorities related to the movies that were downloaded." 

Brandi replied to Brown in a letter Monday, emphatically rejecting her findings and proposed 

actions. Brandi said that the SEEC had conducted its own investigation after retaining a "cyber 

security expert" who performed a "forensic analysis" on the seized computer, as well as a second 

computer that the IT employee had used at the SEEC. 

The ex-employee did no wrong, Brandi said. "The SEEC strongly disagrees with the 

determination expressed in your April 29 letter, and finds your conclusions to be both 

uninformed and troubling," he wrote. 

"The SEEC strongly objects to the process by which your office addressed this matter," Brandi 

wrote. "The commission rejects your conclusions as incompetent, without substance and far 

beyond the purview of your office." 

Brandi also said that the SEEC is "moving forward with re-hiring the employee," adding that he 

expects Brown's "full support" in that re-hiring. 

After the computer was seized in March without the knowledge of SEEC managers, Brandi 

protested that the seizure could result in a security breach of information from his investigative 

agency. The computer was then handed over to the office of Chief State's Attorney Kevin Kane, 

the state's top prosecutor, for safe keeping. 
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Malloy's Watchdog Agency Reshuffle Is A Failure  

The episode has amplified a continuing dispute that started with Malloy's creation three years 

ago of the Office of Governmental Accountability — a superagency that absorbed nine watchdog 

agencies under an administrative structure headed by a gubernatorial appointee, currently Brown. 

Creation of the accountability office has been protested by good-government advocates and 

representatives of the three main watchdog agencies that previously had operated independently: 

the SEEC, the Freedom of Information Commission and the Office of State Ethics. They have 

argued that the governor should have no authority over agencies whose job involves being 

watchdogs over him and members of his administration. 

The SEEC is currently investigating an allegation that Malloy's 2014 re-election benefited from 

illegal funding through a state Democratic Party account intended for candidates for federal 

office. 

The Democratic Party has refused to comply with an SEEC investigative subpoena seeking 

documents that include communications between Malloy and top campaign aides. The SEEC 

recently voted to have the state attorney general go to Superior Court to enforce compliance with 

the subpoena, but no such action has yet been filed. 

Malloy administration officials have defended the Office of Governmental Accountability, 

saying that it's intended to save money by consolidating "back-office" operations and that it 

would not interfere with the independence of the watchdog agencies. 

'Interference' 

But Brandi said in his letter that the OGA has been intrusive, and he called on Brown to "refrain 

from any further interference in the SEEC's decision making processes with respect to the 

selection of the candidate to fill this position." 

He went into detail in his criticism of Brown's handling of the situation, saying in his letter: 

— "The seized computer … was not even in the candidate's possession at the time that [Brown's 

office] concludes that the movies were downloaded in 2010." 
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Governor's Chief Of Staff To Leave By Year's End  

— Brown's office "did not contact the candidate for an explanation of its final conclusions," 

which included Brown's statement in her April 29 letter that the ex-employee should be 

disqualified from being re-hired. If the candidate had been contacted, issues could have been 

cleared up quickly, Brandi said. 

— Brown was wrong in alleging April 29 that movies had been downloaded from the Internet, 

adding that contrary to Brown's suggestion, "the movies on the seized computer did not expose 

the state system to cyber-attacks." 

The movies in the ex-employee's computer "were all children's movies," Brandi wrote. "This is 

an important fact," he wrote, because years ago, under a previous executive director, the SEEC 

participated in a "bring-your-child-to-work day" event during which children would vote for 

which movie they wanted to watch. 

The movies had been stored in an external hard drive in 2011 – it is unclear by whom – and they 

got into the ex-employee's computer in 2014, when someone wanted to clear them out of the 

hard drive so it could be re-used, Brandi wrote. The movies were then transferred to the ex-

employee's computer to empty out the external drive, he added. 

The ex-employee said he recalled being asked to help others with such tasks in the past, Brandi 

said. 

The ex-employee was using a different computer at the time the movies were stored in the 

external hard drive, and it wasn't until 2012 that he was issued the computer seized this past 

March with the movies in it, Brandi wrote. He added: "It is clear from the forensic analysis that 

the candidate's state computers were not used to either download the movies from the Internet 

and/or to watch them." 

Brandi also said that Brown was wrong in alleging on April 29 that the ex-employee "provided 

inaccurate and incomplete information on his employment application," had "misrepresented his 

current employment status during the re-hire process," and had held a second full-time job during 

the time that he worked at the SEEC." That last incorrect finding raised "questions as to whether 

he was conducting personal business on state time," which he was not, Brandi said. 
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Brandi conceded that the employee had made an error in filling out an application form by the 

cut-and-paste method on a computer, but he added that there were other sources of correct 

information about his job history — on a resume and in the job interview — that should have 

prevented Brown from reaching errant conclusions. However, the ex-employee "reported that he 

was never approached [by Brown's office] to clarify and correct these obvious errors," Brandi 

said. 

Instead of getting the ex-employee's side of things, Brown reached damning conclusions based 

on insufficient information, Brandi said, adding that she "shared these allegations with senior 

officials at three state agencies and suggested referral to the Office of State Ethics for conducting 

personal business on state time." 

"The SEEC's investigation finds these conclusions to be inaccurate, incomplete and misleading," 

Brandi wrote. "The candidate did not have a second full-time job while previously working at the 

SEEC." 

Brandi said the ex-employee is the best candidate for the now-vacant position of IT manager at 

his agency. 

"No one is more familiar with the SEEC's IT needs," Brandi said. "Under his guidance, 

Connecticut's electronic campaign finance disclosure went from being awarded a 'D' in 2004…to 

receiving the highest scores possible by 2011." 

Overall, "it is the SEEC's opinion that [Brown's office] performed an incompetent analysis of 

this entire … episode," and "has left the SEEC without a critical manager for many months and 

impacted its IT operations," Brandi wrote. 

He added that the actions of Brown's office "may result in exposure of the State to legal liability. 

I am forwarding this report and all relevant documents to all parties previously copied in earlier 

communications [by Brown], in an effort to clear the candidate's name and set the record 

straight." 

Brown has headed the OGA since January 2014. She was ranked first of five finalists by the 

Governmental Accountability Commission, which includes representatives of all nine watchdog 

agencies absorbed by the OGA. The commission screened and interviewed candidates, and sent 

the names to the governor. Malloy could have appointed any of the five and chose Brown for the 

$124,000-a-year job. 
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